Day Trading Quotations.
1st came Letters. Then Words, which then led to Phrases. With the passing of time, some of the greatest &
most powerful combinations of these would be laid to bear before one‟s eyes. Finally, the everlasting &
eternal “Quotation” would be born.
Great power lies dormant, buried deep within the wisdom & the experience of the wise; preserved via the
quotation. Words on paper mean nothing until we attach a meaning, our own personal expression of its
importance & significance.
Literal excellence from some of the World‟s greatest minds, successful teachers & influential thinkers from
our past & present; quotations evoke powerful, inspiring, thought-provoking ideas & definitions that can
help you achieve your goals.
Never be afraid to use (borrow) the timeless words of others, everlasting knowledge from some of the
World‟s greatest minds to better express yourself.
Quotations are a form of expression that can be used in a proactive way; helping you to clearly focus &
implement positive actions within the scope of all your trading endeavours.
Use them to strike a chord & form a neural association that will help preserve, emphasize & reinforce
certain points & ideas on specific topics within the „Super Trader Mind Map‟ & trading in general.
Not only can you improve your trading via the proactive use of quotations, but you can improve your life
with the everlasting knowledge supplied FREE, from some of the most influential & successful people to
have ever set foot on this planet! That‟s how powerful a quotation can be.

“Quotations” on Quotations.

1. "The wisdom of the wise, & the experience of ages, may be preserved by quotation."
(Isaac D'Israeli, the British historian)
2. "I not only use all the brains I have, but all that I can borrow."
(Woodrow Wilson, the 28th U.S. President)
3. The essence of a quote is the compression of a mass of thought & observation into a single saying.
(John Morely)
4. A quotation at the right moment is like bread to the famished.
The Talmud (BC 500?-400? AD, Jewish archive of oral tradition)
5. Our best thoughts come from others.
Waldo Emerson (1803-1882, American poet, essayist)
6. Apothegms are portable wisdom, the quintessential extracts of thought and feelings.
William R. Alger (1822-1905, American writer)
7. Life itself is a quotation.
Luis Borges (1899-1986, Argentinean author)

Leverage With Trading “Quotations.”
Super Traders know & use leverage; always seeking an edge in all aspects of their trading.
At certain key times „S.T‟s‟ need to say great things to their inner self, inspiring them to act a certain way;
the right way, & take immediate action with a high level of conviction.
Acting on the right words within one‟s self, at the right moment in time, can & will have a profound effect on
HOW you trade. Your trading results & life in general, (helping shape & mould you into the „right person‟)
aided via the contribution & implementation of “Quotations” should not & cannot be underestimated.

Enlarge & Widen Your Ability. Harmoniously Become Wealthier Mentally, Physically, Spiritually &
Financially With This FREE Source, This Vast Abundance Of Knowledge.
“Improve Your Life, Improve Your Trading. Use The Power Of Quotations My Friends!”
Website: http://www.daytradinglife.com
DowBoy. (Writer & Trader b.1967)

“I wish you well in your journey & in your trading.”

DowBoy b.1967 - Written 24th April-2009
http://www.Daytradinglife.com
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